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Rip DVD to iPhone 2010 is a DVD rip tool which can rip DVD movies to iPhone Video
MPEG4 or MP4 video format. Rip DVD to iPhone 2010 is one of the best DVD to iPhone
ripper and converter software. It has easy-to-use interface and supports the fastest ripping
speed with excellent output Video and Audio quality. Now only with quick 1-2-3 steps you can
enjoy your favorite DVD movies on iPhone anytime, anywhere and freely.

Directly rip DVDs (include CSS protected DVD, DVD9, DVD5) to MP4 Video files to
play on your iPhone Player.
Rip DVD movies with high converting speed and excellent output video quality. Rip
DVD to iPhone video format MP4 MPEG4 etc.
Let you watch DVD on iPhone, Watch your DVD on the road, bus or plane, Enjoy
DVD Movies Anywhere and Anytime.

Key Features:

Support Input/Output preview when you are ripping DVD - You can watch the DVD
movies or Output video at the same time when you are ripping DVD movies. Note: There is
no sound when you are converting movies.

Two-pass encoding mode is supported - Rip DVD to iPhone 2010 is one of the best DVD
to iPhone ripper that supports two-pass encoding mode, with this feature it will improves the
output MP4 video quality and doesn't make the file any larger.

Full WMV, RMVB Supported - Rip DVD to iPhone 2010 use directshow technology to
support the newest WMV9 and RMVB formats.

Clip function supported - Rip DVD to iPhone 2010 can custom a clip of a movie manually.

Optimize the output Video Rip DVD to iPhone 2010 optimize output MP4 Video for iPhone, so
you will get more fixed and more high quality MP4 video for iPhone watching.

Power Audio / Video / Subtitle Synchronize - With our own developed Synchronize
technology, Rip DVD to iPhone 2010 will not have any unsynchronizing problems on output
iPhone Video MPEG4 or MP4 files.

Single file output mode - With this function you can mix multiple files and output as a single
file.

Support OS: Windows 7/Vista/NT/2003/2000/XP
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